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The Middle Korean l (MK) W-, Z-, and tit-verb stems are segmentally irregular. 

When a following enclitic begins with a vowel, these stems have as their final consonant 

W, z, or [2, respectively, but when the enclitic begins with a consonant, they end in p, 

S, or t . In this paper it will be shown that these stems have a canonical shape which is 

different from stems ending in Ip,s,tl, and therefore that the consonants W, z, and tll 

are here in complementary distribution with Ip,s,t/. 
W-, Z-, and tll-verbs fall into four different MK accent classes. These four accent 

classes can be defined as follows: 

Class 1: The first syllable of the verb is always low pitched. 

Class 2: The first syllable of the verb is always high pitched. 

Class 3: The first syllable of the verb is always rising pitched. 
Class 4: The first syllable of the verb is marked with a low pitch if the enclitic 

begins with a vowel, but is marked with a rising pitch if the enclitic begins 

with a consonant. 3 Example number I illustrates the accentual behavior of a 

typical Class 4 verb. 

(l) a. teWv.myen "if it is hot, ... " (Welin sekpo 9.23) 

1 "Middle Korean" is used here to mean the body of Korean language texts written in the fifte
enth and sixteenth centuries. Middle Korean forms are transcribed with a modified Yale Romanization 
which is intended to mirror the original script as closely as possible. Note especially the following 
mapping relationships which are not included in standard Yale Romanization conventions: 

MK symbol Romanization symbol 
II ...................................................... ···w 

£::,. ••••••• •••• ••••• ••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••• z 
•.............. ........... , .......... , ....... ... . , . ...... It 

•............ ............... ...... .... .................... ? 
...!... •• • ••• •••••• ••••••• ••••••••••••• • ••••••••••••••••••••• ·· ·W? 

In addition, M~ pitches (represented by "side dots" (~~) in the MK texts) are transcribed 
according to the following conventions: A high pitch is represented by an acute accent mark (') 
over the vowel of the syllable; a low pitch is represented by a grave accent mark (") over the 
vowel; and a rising pitch will be represented by both an acute accent mark and a grave accent 
mark placed together (v) over the vowel. No marks over the vowel of a syllable of an isolated 
lexical item should be taken to mean that the "side dots" are there uncertain or conditioned by context. 

2 The Seoul reflexes in these cases are w, if> (zero), and l. (Cf. Martin 1954: 28-31.) 
3 The rising pitch also appears before the honorific -psi/jlsi' which is a morpheme beginning 

with an unaccented vowel. This problem is not discussed in this paper because of space considera· 
tions. (But see Ramsey 1975.) 
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b. h~pkey -hotly" (Myopep yenhwa kyeng 2. 242) 

Below is a list of the MK Wo, Z-, and t fl- verb stems separated by accent class. (Stem 

shapes will be adjusted later.) 

Glosses are given underneath each stem. 

W-verb stems 

Class 1 

nwij.W

"lie down" 

mqyW

"be spicy" 

mij.yW-

"be haateful" 

z-verb stems 

Class 1 

pij.z

pij.z

cqz-

t l l-verb stems 

Class 1 

t1ft-

Class 2 

chiw-

"be cold" 

"swell" 

"pour" 

"spin (thread)" 

"hear" 

Class 3 

kwqW-

"be pretty" 

swqyW

"be easy" 

syelW-

"be painful" 

Class 4 

lllZ-

az-

wyz

ciz-

cwyz

naz~ 

Class 4 

ket

kyet-

kit

nWl,lt

mwyt~ 

pwyt

sit-

Let us first examine the accentual differences etweenb the 

Class 4 

teij.W

"be hot" 

twgW

"help" 

kwl,lw

"bake" 

iW-

"be confused" 

. kglW-

"line up" 

pglW

"trample" 

yelW-

"be thin" 

Wo, z- , 

"continue" 

"snatch" 

"laugh" 

"make, build" 

"pick up" 

"improve" 

"walk" 

~~\veave" 

"draw water" 

"be scorched" 

"ask" 

"increase" 

"load" 

and tll-verbs in 
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Class I and those in Class 4. As was mentioned above, Class I verbs always b'egin with 

a low pitched syllable, whereas Class 4 verbs only begin with a low pitched syllable 

before enclitics beginning with a vowel; before enclitics beginning with a consonant, 

C lass 4 verbs begin with a rising pitched syllable. But these two verb classes have an 

accentual difference after the first syllable: When a enclitic initial 9144 follows a Class 1 

verb stem ending in W, z , or tl l, that second-syllable vowel is marked with a low pitch; 

but when the same vowel follows a Class 4 stem, it is marked with a high pitch_ Here 

.are some examples illustrating this phenomenon. 

(2) a. nwVW-"lie down"+ -Vmye (conjunctive) ·· · .-·--+nwv.Wv.mye ( Welin sekpo 1. 17) 

b_ w1,1z- "laugh" + -Vmye (conjunctive)··· · ··"""wv.z~mye (Sekpo sangcel 6_ 24) 

(3) a. tv.t- "hear" + -~l (modifier) -- -·_· ...... tv.lv.l ( Hwunmong cahoy III 12) 

b. mW1,1t-"ask" +~l (modifier)-··· ·· ...... mwv.l~l (Hwunmong cahoy HI 32) 

This pitch difference in the second syllable between these Class 1 and Class 4 verbs is 

consistently maintained in MK texts. One conceivable explanation for this phenomenon 

would be that the vowel 914 somehow "copies" or "attracts" the pitch of the preceding 

syllable. But according to this hypothesis the vowel should be low pitched 'after all low 

pitched (i.e. Class 1) stems, and this is most decidedly not the case; in fact , after most 

Class 1 stems the vowel {;N is marked with a high pitch. 

(4) mit-"believe" + -~mye (conjunctive) mit~mye (Yong pi e chen ka 16) 

The MK Class 1 verb stems fall into two sub-classes according to whether a following 

9/¥- is high pitched or low pitched. Below is a list of these two sub-classes with examples 

to illustrate the pitch of - the vowel in the second syllable. Unless specifically noted 

otherwise, the examples 'are all taken from the Hwunmong cahoy_ 

Accent Class la (second-syllable vowel always high pitched) 

kask- '''cut'' kask91 (Welin sekpo 1. '17) 

kaph- "repay" kaphy.l 

kW9t- ' "be straight" kW9t91 

kwv.p- "be curved" kwv.py.1 

kW9C- "insert" kW9C~1 

kW1}t- "harden" kwvt~l 

nask- "fish" naskVI 

nWQk- "melt" nwQky.1 

ny-lk- "be, grow old" nv.!k~l 

ny-c- "be la_te" ny-cvl 
nik- "ripen" nik~ ! 

niIk- "read" nilky.! 

nip- "wear" nip~l 

4 The choice between tese thwo vowels is governed by rules of vowel harmony. (Cf. Yi Ki-rnun 

1.972 : 140-142.) 
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tat- "close" 

mak- "stop up" 

mek- "eat" 

mw4t- "bury" 

mit- "believe" 

mqlk- "be clear" 

pglk- "be bright" 

sek- "rot" 

sesk- "mix" 

swgs- "spurt out" 

itlh- "suffer" 

ilh- "lose" 

citp- "grasp" 

cwgch- "chase" 

cw4k- "die" 

nyeth- "be shallow" 
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tat{ll 

mak~l 

mek~l 

mw4t~1 

mitq.l 

mglkV1 

pglk{ll 

sekljl 

seskg.l 

sW9S9l 

alh9ni (Nungem kyeng 5.74) 

ilhg.mye (Nungem kyeng 5. 44) 

caMl 
cwqch9l 

cwyk~l 

nyethg.mye (Nungem kyeng 3.87) 

Accent Class 1b (second-syllable vowel is low pitched) 

nith- "bear" nithql 

nyeh- "put in" 

nwgh- "put" 

pih- "sprinkle" 

ceh- "fear" 

tith- "touch" 

itc-rvanc- "sit" 

yec-rvyenc- "place" 

dh- "attach" 

nwi;t W - "lie down" 

mgyW- "be spicy" 

myyW- "be hateful" 

pi;tz- "swell" 

p4z- "pour" 

cgz- "spin (thread)" 

ti;tt- "hear" 

nyehQ.mye (Kwan-um kyeng 12) 

nwghgl 

pihgni ( Wel in ch en kang ci kok 69) 

cehi;tlssQY (Nungem kyeng 1. 87) 

tahgntgy (Nungem kyeng 2.76) 

ancgl 

yencgni ( Yong pi e chen ka 7) 

dhymyen (Welin sekpo 2.49) 

nwyWi;tn (Yong pi e chen ka 84) 

mgywgl5 

mq.yWyn ( Welin sekpo 9.17) 

pyzyl (Myopep yenhwa kyeng 2.169) 

pi;tzi;tl 

cgzql 

ty141 

This accentual difference between Classes la and 1b cannot have been due to phonolo

gical conditioning of their respective segmental structures. For one thing, there are two 

MK Class 1b stems whose final consonant is Ic/ : ac-rvdnc- "sit" and yec-rvyenc-. Yi 

5 Remember that this form is taken from the Hwunmong cahoy, a text dating from -the first 
half of the sixteenth century. By the time.of the publication of this text, the historical change W>w 
had already taken place. It should also be noted that the distinction between? and !l in non-initial 
syllable position was also breaking down by the time this text was published. 
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Ki-mun (1964) has shown that the forms ae- and yee- are the older forms of the alter

nating pairs,6 and that the occurrences of 1nl were th(result of nasal insertion. These Class. 

1b stems therefore contrast with Class la stems ending in Icl, such as kwgc- "insert" 

and niJc-"be late". Furthermore, there are many Class 1b stems whose final consonant is. 

/h/, and these contrast with Class la stems such as alh-"suffer", ilh- "lose", and nyeth

"be shallow". 

I claim that instead there are really two different vowels in question here: The vowel 

which follows Class la stems in the above list is an integral part of the enclitic ending 

(such as -pl/¥-l -pnil¥-ni, -pmye/¥-mye) and always has an accent; the second-syllable vowel 

in the Class 1b forms, however, is an integral part of the stem. Therefore proper segm

entation of the Class Ib verb forms gives the following two-syllable stem shapes: 

naho- "bear" nyehiJ- "put in" 

nwghg- "put" plhg- "sprinkle" 

cehg- "fear" tahg- "touch" 

acg-"-'ancg- "sit" 

nwiJwiJ- "lie down" 

mgywg- "be spicy" 

piJzv. - "swell" 

c9z9- "spin (thread)" 

yecg--yencg- "place" 

dhv-- "attach" 

mq.yWq.- "be hateful" 

piJziJ- "pour" 

tv.tv.- "hear" 

Let us look at some more evidence which supports the proposed two-syllable-stem 

analysis. It was noted above that the stems aep- "sit" and yeep- "place" underwent nasal 

insertion. This nasal insertion before e only took place in case that consonant occurred 

morpheme-inin a ternal intervocalic position;1 it did not occur, for example, before the 

stem-final e of such verbs as n¥e- "be lll'te". Nasal insertion in the forms for "sit" and. 

"place" would have been quite anomalous if the e in those stems were not intervocalic. 

According to Yi Ki-mun (1972: 149) naha- "be ar (young)" is derived from the verb 

niL- "be realized, come out". and the verb cih¥- "attach (or give one, a name)" is derived 

form the verb ci- "to support, carry on the back". It is probable that this derivational 

postverb -hNh¥- is a variant form of the ubiquitous verb hp- "do", and that all the 

Class 1b stems ending in -hplh¥- at least etymologically contain that postverb. 

The verb stem m¥yW¥- "be hateful" can be most clearly shown to have two syllables. 

This stem is composed of the verb stem m¥y- "hate" plus the morpheme -WNW¥-, a 

postverb which derives descriptive verbs from action verbs. 

mv.y- "hate" + -wiJ- ...... ~ miJy WiJ- "be hateful" 

(CL Yi Ki-mun 1972: 15l.) The verb mpyWp- . "be spicy" is most likely also derived by 

the postverb -WpjW¥- from an action verb. 

The postulation of these two-syllable stems requires that there be three rules in the 

6 As proof, Yi Ki-mun (1974) adduces MK philological evidence, Chinese transcriptions. and 
most importantly. modern dialect evidence from Ceycwu. 

7 This phenomenon is discussed at length in Ramsey 1975. §2. 5. 
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MK phonology; (l) a rule which deletes ail enclitic-initial -p/¥.- when it is preceded by 

.a vowel. (2) a rule which deletes a stem-final -p/¥-- when it is followed by the infinitive 

-ending -a/e_ (3) a rule which deletes a stemfinal -pi ¥-- when it is followed by a consonant_ 

That the first rule is already required in the phonology is shown by the following 

-examples: 

(5) d -"carry on the back" + -¥l (modifier) . ... .. -> cll (Hwunmong cahoy III 24) 

(6) na- "be realized" + -{lmye (conjunctive) .··. ··->namye (Welin sekpo 1. 2'1) 

The following examples illustrate the second rule: 

(7) alphg- "be painful" + -it (infinitive) ..... . --. alpha (Nungem kyeng 5. 48) 

(8) ispv- "de tired" + -e (infinitive) . ... .. -> ispe (Nungem kyeng 2. 89) 

The need for the thirdr ule is demonstrated by the behavior of the morpheme -WPlW¥-, 

the postverb used to derive descriptive verbs from action verbs. (CL above.) When this 

postverb is suffixed to a verb stem ending in a vowel or /y I, and is itself followed by a 

{;onsonant, its vowel is deleted; that is, the vowel PI¥- is deleted by Rule (3) . Here are 

some attested examples of descriptive verbs derived by this postverb: 

kgsk- "make an effort" + -W g- ... .. . -> kgspg- "be hard, trying" 

kwglh- "(one's stomach) gets but partly fill ed" + -Wg- ... ... --. kwglphg-

"(one's stomach is) empty" 

kVli- "miss, long for" -Wg- .... ....... klJ,liWg- "be missed, cherished" 

1<isk- "rejoice over" + -Wv- .. . ... -> kispv- "be pleased" 

nwglla- "be surprised" + -Wg- ...... -> nwglla Wg- "be surprising" 

twvl1- "consider frightening" + -Wv.- .... . . -> twi/.liWi/.- "be frightening" 

mi/.y- "hate" + -Wi/.- .. . .. ...... mi/.YWV- "be hateful" 

mit- "believe',' + -Wi/.- . ... .. -> mitpv.- "be trustworthy" 

pitch- "busy oneself with" +-Wg- ... ... -> paspg- "be busy:' 

sV1h- "grieve over" +-Wij.- . ... . . -> si/.lphi/.- "be sad" 

itlh- "suffer from" + -Wg- ... .. . -> alphg- "be painful" 

wi/.zq- "laugh" +-Wi/.- . .. . .. -> w~zWv- "be funny" 

ich- "tire" + -Wv.- ...... --. ispi/.- "be tired" 

cehg- "fe·ar" + -Wv- .... .. -> cephv- "be fearsome" 

When an enclitic-initial -p/¥.- immediately follows one of these descriptive verb stems, it 

is deleted (by Rule 0 )) , and the verb-stern-final -9/¥- appears in the surface form. 

(9) alphg- "be painful" + -{ll (modifier) ._ ......... alphgl (Hwunmong cahoy II 32) 

(10) mvyWV- "be hateful" +-Vn (modifier) ...... -> mi/.yWij.n ( Welin sekpo 9. 17) 

But when an enclitic-initial consonant directly follows these ~tems, there are two different 

{)utcomes. If the stem-final -PI¥-- is immediately preceded by an obstruent cluster, the 

vowel is not deleted and appears in the surface form. 

(1) kwglphq- "(one's stomach) is empty" + -ketVn ( retrospective) ...... -> kwglphgketVn 

(Kumang kyeng sam ka hay 3. 42) 
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(12). kispl}- "be pleased" +-ta (indicative assertive) ...... ---> kispl}ta (Sekpo sangcel13. 7) 

lf the stem-final -9/ii- is follDwed by a consonant Qut nDt preceded by an .obstruent cluster, 

that vDwel is deleted (by Rule (3)). 

(13) tw~liW!}- "be frightenin~( + -teni (retrDspective cDntinuative) ...... ---> twy)iptelli 

(Welin sekpo 7.5) 
(14) mgyWg- "pe spicy" +-kwg (gerund) ...... ---> mgypkwg (Myopep yenhw(l kyeng 1.130) 

.NDt .only Class Jb stems, bijt 111s.o Class 4 stems end in a vDwel. But these stems differ 

.frDm the Class lb stem~ in. th!J.t the final vDwel is accented: ;p/¥--. Wren this final, 

accented vowel is deleted ~efore a consDnant-initial enclitic (by Rule(3)), the accent 

.becomes incorp.orated into the preceding syllable which is then cOI!1peI1sato1-"Hy ~e~gthened 

and takes on a ri&in.g pitch.s Since the MK rising pitch syllables lire cDmpDsed ,.of one lo}\' 

pitched mora pl1.j.s .one high pitched mora (cf. Kim Wancin 1973), the phonolo~ical length 

·of theverb up to the accented mora is maintained i,l1 spite of the fact that the mora 

which originqlly carries the accent is deleted. 

(15) nazg- "improye" +-kwg (gerund) ...... -+ naskwg (Nungem kyeng S. ~S) 

The accentual b.ehavior of Class 4 stems, then, is governed by the same rules that 

govern the behavjor of Class Ib stems. The only differ~nce is that when Rule (3),deletes 

a vowel which cllrries an acce!1t, the accent is inc.orporated into the preceding syllable. 

Below is an eX(imple illusrating the applicatiDn .of the three rules to a Class 4 verb. 

(16) a.ketV- "walk" +-Vmye (cop,jullctive) Rule (1) keIl/mye (Sekpo ~angcel 6.33) 
......... -+ ' . " 

b. ketq.- "walk" +-e (infinitive) Rule (2) HIe (Mongsan hwq.sang pop-e yaklok enhay 
••••••••• ---+ 

45) 

c. ketV- "walk" + -kwQ (gerund) Rule (3) ketkwg (Wel in chen kang ci kok 130) 
••••••••• ---+ 

Fr.om the evidence discussed S.o far, I propose the following generalization: 

All Class Ib verb stems, all Class 4 verb stems, and all .other verb stems wh.ose 

final cons.onant is W, z, .or t/t are v.owel stems ending in -p/7,l-. 

For the verbs discussed in this paper, this claim means that in additi.on to the Class lb 

.and Class 4 Wo, Z-, and t/1- verb stems, the f.ollowing Class 2 and Class 3 W-verb stems 

.are als.o disyllabic: 

'Class 2 

chiWI}- "be cold" chiWl}n (Welin sekpo IS. 51) 

'Class 3 

kW9W9- "be pretty" kW9W9n (Sekpo sangcel 6.13) 

swVyWI}- "be easy" swvyWl}ni (Mongsan hwasang pep-e yq,klok .enhq,y 26) 

syelWI}- "be painful" syelWl}1 (Welin sekpo 1. 29) 

The second syllable .of the above stems is c.onsistently low pitched in spite of the fact 

8 That this phenomenon is not restric.t.ed to the verbs is shown by such historical contractiqns 
,-of nouns as kwpma>kwiJm "bear" and tv.l(t.h>ti/.lh "plain". Also cf. Ramsey (1975, §3. 6.) 
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that it is preceded by an accent within the same stem. In MK accentual distinctions are 

not maintained after the first accent within the same morpheme9 ; therefore it appears 

that these stems contain two morphemes. In all probability the first morpheme is the 

stem of an action verb and the second morpheme is -W9IW¥-, the postverb which derives 

descriptive verbs from action verbs. 10 

If the above Class 2 and Class 3 verbs are accepted as vowel stems, then in MK W, 
z, and tll are in completely complementary distribution with stem-final Ip,s, t/ . The 

conclusion is that all occurrences of W, z, and tl l as the last consonant of a verb stem 

must have developed through the lenition of l p,s, tl , respectively. 11 

These verbs must be reconstructed in proto-Korean with a stem-final vowel. The 

question is: Why do we find only the one vowel 9/;/.12 attested in this position in MK? 

One important fact bearing on this question is the attestation of the second-syllable vowel 

(in ways parallel to the MK data discussed above) in the South Hamkyeng dialect. 1:> 

In this dialect p and s did not lenite to Wand z, so that we find, for example, PUSU

"swell" corresponding to MK p¥z¥-, and tepU- "be hot" corresponding to MK teW¥-. 
These dialect forms show that the presence of the final vowel conditioned the lenited 

consonants, not vice versa. That is to say, we cannot postulate that a stem-final vowel 

was a~xed after the voiced fricatives Wand z in order to protect them from merger 

with p and s, because that would not explain the presence of the vowel in the South 

Hamkyeng dialect stems where p and s did not lenite. In that dialect, for example, PUSU

"swell" contrasts with pes- "remove", and kwupu- "bake" contrasts with kop- "be bent" 

by the presence of the second syllable vowel, not by a lenited consonant. 

Clearly related to this question, also, is the fact that MK verb stems seldom show any 

vowel in second syllable position except 9, ¥, and the neutral vowel (in the vowel 

harmony system) i. It is entirely possible that this asymmetrical distribution of the MK 

vowels in non-initial-syllable position is the result of the leveling of a fuller system of 

distinctions at an earlier stage of the language. 

9 This is an important fact about the MK pitch system which unfortunately cannot be discussed' 
here. (See Ramsey 1974: 120- 121) . 

10 Professor S.E. Martin suggests that sw¥y W,.- "be easy" ii derived from SWllY- "rest" + this. 
postverb -WpIW,.-. CS.E. Martin, personal communication.) 

11 Ceng Yen-chan (1963: 25-26) has also claimed that W, z, and tl l developed historically from 
intervocalic Ip,s,tl, and that the follo wing stem-linal vowel was lost by apocope before the MK. 
period. 

12 Remember that the alternation between 9 and ¥ is governed by the rules of vowel harmony. 
13 The phonology, and especially the accentual phenomena, of this dialect are treated in Ramsey-

1975. 
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